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Abstract 
First a new class of graphs is introduced: m-trapezoid graphs are the intersection graphs of 
m-trapezoids, where an m-trapezoid is given by m + 1 intervals on m + 1 parallel ines. The main 
result of this paper is that if GL-’ is an m-trapezoid graph then Gk is also an m-trapezoid graph. 
This theorem has some interesting corollaries concerning interval graphs, trapezoid graphs and 
cocomparability graphs: If A is either of these classes, then G’-’ E A implies d E A. This 
answers an open question of F? Damaschke. 
Introduction 
We consider finite, simple, undirected graphs G with vertex set V(G) and edge set 
E(G). The distance of two vertices u, u E V(G) in G, denoted by dG(U, u), is the 
length of a shortest path from u to u in G. Let k be a positive integer, the kth power of 
a graph G = (YE), denoted by Gk, is the graph with vertex set V, where two vertices 
are adjacent iff dG(u,u) < k. 
Let m be a positive integer. Consider m + 1 parallel lines gl , . . . , g,+t , where the 
gi are indexed according to their ordering. On gt, . . . , g,+t there is given one closed 
interval [ai, bi]. These intervals determine an m-trapezoid on gt,. . . ,g,+l (i.e., the 
interior of the closed polygon al,. . . , a,+l, &,+I,. . . , f-q, al). 
Definition. Let gt , . . . , g,+l be m+ 1 parallel lines, indexed according to their ordering. 
A graph G = (YE) is called an m-trapezoid graph iff there exists a family ( 7’,‘,)UEv 
of m-trapezoids on gl, . . . , g,+t holding the following condition: (u, v) E E w 
T, n T, # 8. 
(Tu)uev is said to be an m-trapezoid representation. 
The graph is independent from the ordering of the m + 1 parallel lines gi. 
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Remark 1. The class of O-trapezoid graphs is exactly the class of interval graphs, the 
class of l-trapezoid graphs is exactly the class of trapezoid graphs, defined in [ 21. 
Let (X, P) be a poset (=partially ordered set) with a family ( Zx)xEx of intervals on 
the real line holding (x, y) E P iff Z, < Z, (i.e., a E I,, b E Z, + a < b for all a, b). 
Then (X, P) is called an interval order. 
Now let (I: Q) be an arbitrary poset. Analogously to the definition of dimension the 
interval dimension of (Y Q) is defined to be the smallest number of interval orders on 
Y with intersection Q [IO]. 
Remark 2. The class of m-trapezoid graphs is exactly the class of cocomparability 
graphs of an order P with interval dimension less or equal to m + 1. 
Proof. Let G be an m-trapezoid graph. The m-trapezoid T, is determined by the intervals 
zl”,. . .,f+i on the lines gt ,..., g,,,+i. We define m + 1 interval orders (Zt))Ucv,. . . , 
(I;+1 )“EV. Let P be the intersection of these m+ 1 orders, then G is the cocomparability 
graph of P, because two different elements u and LI are comparable in P, say u < u, iff 
u < u in each of the m -t 1 defined interval orders. That is the case iff the m-trapezoid 
T,, is left fromT, (T, “left from”T, iff ZT < ZT foralljE {l,...,m+ l}, seeFig. I), 
thus T, n T, = 8. 
Conversely let G = (YE) be the cocomparability graph of an order P with interval 
dimension < m + 1. Then P is the intersection of m + 1 interval orders It, . . . , I,,,+1 on 
V. These interval orders can be represented on m + 1 parallel ines gl, . . . , g,+t, where 
Zy denotes the interval of vertex u on the line gj. (Zju)jc{i,,,,,m+tl defines the trapezoid 
T,. Obviously u, u are not comparable in P iff T, f~ T, # 8. Hence G is an m-trapezoid 
graph. Cl 
Remark 3. Given a cocomparability graph G, there exists a positive integer m, such 
that G is an m-trapezoid graph. 
Proof. Let G = (YE) be a cocomparability graph of an order P with dimension n. 
Each order has got an interval dimension less or equal to the dimension, therefore P 
has interval dimension m + 1 < II [ lo]. U 
It is an interesting question, whether the operation of power preserves membership of 
a graph to a certain graph class A. 
Closely related is the question whether Gk-’ E A implies Gk E A. 
Several results concerning these questions are known by now: 
Raychaudhuri proved in [ 81: If Gk-’ is an interval graph, then Gk is also an interval 
graph. He also proved analogous results for unit interval graphs and for strongly chordal 
graphs [91. 
Further all powers of circular arc graphs are circular arc graphs [9] and the same 
is valid for cocomparability graphs, the last result is shown by Damaschke [4]. Dam- 
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Rg. 1. 
aschke asked, whether Gk-’ E ccp implies Gk E ccp, where ccp denotes the class 
of cocomparability graphs. This question is settled here (Corollary 3). The analogous 
question for circular arc graphs still remains open [9]. 
Main result 
In this section we will prove the following 
Theorem. Zf Gk-’ is an m-trapezoid graph, then Gk is an m-trapezoid graph. 
Proof. We will define inductively a sequence of m-trapezoid graphs H,, on V(G) , where 
HI = Gk-’ and E( H,) c E( H,+l) c E( Gk) whenever E( H,,) # E( Gk). 
Let ( Ti)UE~(~) be an m-trapezoid representation (t.r.) of Gk-‘. Having a t.r. 
(T~)uE~c~) of H,, we obtain a new t.r. (T:+‘) oE~(~) of H,,+l by extending exactly 
one m-trapezoid in such a way, that one new intersection arises and E( Hn+l) C E( Gk) . 
This way we obtain a finite sequence Gk-’ = HI c Hz c . I . c H, = Gk of different 
m-trapezoid graphs with t.r, ( T:)UE~(~), hence Gk is an m-trapezoid graph. 
Now assume that we received (T:)uE~(~). Choose an edge (u, v) E E(G’)\E( H,). 
(If such an edge does not exist then (T:)u,=~(~) is just a t.r. of Gk.) We will perform a 
transformation as illustrated in Fig. 3, which will add the edge (u, U) and perhaps other 
edges in E( Gk)\E( H,,), but nothing else. Clearly T,” n T; = 0, say T; is left from T; 
(Fig. 1). 
Let x E V(G) be a vertex fulfilling dG(u, x) = 1 and d&x, u) = k - 1 (the existence 
of such a vertex is trivial). Hence T,’ n Ti # 0 and Ti n T,’ f 0. Since the trapezoids 
are never made smaller it follows 
T;nT,‘#@ and TjnT;#0. (*) 
T,” is determined by the intervals Ur, . . . , U;,, on the lines gl, . . . , g,,,+i (Fig. 2). 
Tj is determined by the intervals Xi, . . . , Xk+l. We will use this denotation for further 
vertices. Due to (*) there must be an index j E { 1, . . . , m + 1) with the property that 
the right endpoint of interval Xj is right from the left endpoint of interval v. Moreover, 
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there exists an i E { 1, . . . , m + 1) with: The left endpoint of interval Xi is left from the 
right endpoint of Uy (Fig. 2). 
Having T:, we obtain T, ‘+’ by extending the interval Uy rightward until a nonempty 
intersection arises (this way I$’ becomes IVY+‘) (Fig. 3). 
We claim: 
(a) E(K) C E(K+t). 
(b) (u,u) is a new edge of Z&+1. 
(c) E(Kl+t ) c JVGk). 
It suffices to show (c): 
Each edge of E(H,) is an edge of E( Gk). The other edges of E(N,,+i) are of the 
form (u, a). So let T,” be an m-trapezoid with Tl fl T: = 8, but Ti f~ Tc” # 8. Clearly 
Ti is right from T; (since Ti was extended rightward). The left endpoint of interval A; 
is an element of Uy”\UJ’, since otherwise Ti II T[+’ = 8. 
Since Al is right from Uf, it follows Ti II T,’ # 8, more exactly: The left trapezoid 
boundary of Ti intersects T,’ (this can easily be seen by drawing in this boundary in 
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Fig. 2; notice the position of the left endpoints of the intervals Al and A;). Since T,” is 
obtained by extending Tb rightward, it follows T,’ rl Tj # 8. Hence &(a, X) < k - 1, 
which implies do( a, u) < k, hence (u, a) E E( Gk). •i 
Corollaries 
Corollary 1. If Gk-’ is an interval graph, then Gk is also an interval graph. 
This corollary follows immediately by Remark 1. Corollary 1 is also proved in [ 81, 
but our proof here provides an easy algorithm which derives an interval representation 
of Gk from a representation of Gk-‘: 
Let ( Z,),E~ be an interval representation f Gk-’ . For each edge (a, U) of Gk, where 
the actual intervals ZU and I, do not intersect, extend the left interval rightward until 
they intersect. When the algorithm stops, we have got an interval representation of Gk. 
Corollary 2. If Gk-’ is a trapezoid graph, then Gk is a trapezoid graph. 
This also follows by Remark 1. The proof of the Theorem gives an algorithm which 
derives a trapezoid representation of Gk from a representation f Gk-' . 
Corollary 3. If Gk-t is a cocomparability graph, then Gk is a cocomparability graph. 
This follows by Remark 3, the Theorem and Remark 2. We have also found a direct 
proof of this corollary: 
Let P be a partial order with cocomparability graph Gk-’ (i.e., (u, v) E P or 
(v,u) E P iff (u,u) $! E(Gk-‘)). For each edge (u,v) E E(Gk)\E(Gk-‘) remove 
(u, u) or (u, u), respectively, from P. This construction provides an order P’ with 
cocomparability graph Gk. (It is not easy to see, that P’ is transitive !) 
Corollary 4. Powers of interval graphs are interval graphs, powers of trapezoid graphs 
are trapezoid graphs, powers of cocomparability graphs are cocomparability graphs. 
An easy consequence of the previous corollaries. 
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